ORION GTX
Utility Services Boot

- **Category of Protection**: S3 CI HI HRO SRC WR
- **Code**: SDR15CSIZGTX
- **Size Range**: 5-13 (UK) - 38-48 (Continental)
- **Leg Height**: 15.5cm
- **Upper**: 2.0 - 2.2 Hydrophobic, Waterproof and Breathable Full Grain Cowhide Leather
- **Inner Lining**: GORE-TEX® MS Light Rock 4 Ply seam sealed bootie technology. 100% Waterproof & breathable to keep the wearer dry and comfortable at all times.
- **Soling Technology**: Dual Density Rubber soling system with Antistatic Properties along with excellent shock absorption, cushion comfort, and heat resistance to 300°C.
- **Comfort Features**: Padded Top Band and Tongue

---

** Gore-Tex Performance Comfort Footwear System**

**QR System**

**ECRC System**

**DDR Technology**

**Sports Pattern, Self Cleaning Sole Unit**

**High Slip Resistant sole unit**

- Waterproof
- Breathable
- Shock Absorption
- Dual Resistant Outside
- Steel Toe
- Non-Slip Fitting
- Dual Density Short Riveted Sole System
- Food Oil Resistant
- Anti-Static
- Penetration Resistance (Steel)